ABA DABA HONEYMOON

4/4  1...2...1234

HIT C CHORD

Intro:
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
6 & 2 & 6 & 2 & 4 & 4 & 4 & 4 \\
\end{array}
\]

"Ab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," Said the Chim-pie to the Monk,

"Bab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," Said the Monkey to the Chimp.

All night long they'd chatter away, All day long they were happy and gay,

Swinging and singing in their honky, tonkey way.

"Ab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," means Monk I love but you,

"Bab -a, dab -a, dab," in monkey-talk, means "Chimp, I love you too,"

Then the big baboon, one night in June, He married them, and very soon

They went upon their ab -a, dab -a, honey-moon.

Then the big baboon, one night in June, He married them, and very soon

They went upon their ab -a, dab -a, honey-moon.
ABA DABA HONEYMOON
4/4 1...2...1234

HIT C CHORD

Intro: F B7 C A7 D7 G7 C G7
6 2 6 2 4 4 4 4

(Play only a C chord if you prefer—the melody has the important notes)

C C+ C 6 C+ C C+ C6 C C6 C
"Ab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," Said the Chim -pie to the Monk,

C C+ C6 C+ C C+ C6 C G7
"Bab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," Said the Monkey to the Chimp.

C
All night long they'd chatter away, All day long they were happy and gay,

D7 G7 Gdim G7
Swinging and singing in their honky, tonkey way.

C C+ C6 C+ C C+ C6 C C6 C
"Ab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab -a, dab," means Monk I love but you,

E7 Am
"Bab -a, dab -a, dab," in monkey-talk, means "Chimp, I love you too,"

F B7 C A7
Then the big baboon, one night in June, He married them, and very soon

D7 G7 C C7
They went upon their ab -a, dab -a, honey-moon.

F B7 C A7
Then the big baboon, one night in June, He married them, and very soon

D7 G7 C
They went upon their ab -a, dab -a, honey-moon.